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INTRODUCTION
The altar is a sacred place in our church. Every Sunday men, woman, boys, and girls come to the
altar seeking God for various things. Salvation, deliverance, healing, the baptism of the Holy
Ghost and more take place Sunday at the altar. During these times it is important that altar
workers know how to properly work and support the Pastor or conductor during these sacred
times.
I. WHAT IS AN ALTAR?
The very first object that a worshipper would notice, upon entering the curtain that surrounded
that ancient sanctuary (Moses’ Tabernacle) was the "Altar of Burnt Offering" or Brazen
Altar. It stood just inside the entryway and was accessible to all of the people! The Altar was
constructed and framed in wood that was covered with brass and it was sufficient to hold any
offering that might be placed upon it.
The word altar means “High Place” and was a place of sacrifice in which something or
someone has to die and the place where man would meet God. Before the Priest went before
God in the Old Testament, an innocent lamb would be sacrificed to bore the judgment of the
guilty. The Priests would lay their hands upon the head of the offering symbolizing their sins
being transferred to the offering and the life of the offering was transferred to them. The altar is
what gave value to the sacrifice. Therefore, it was Jesus giving Himself as a ransom for the sins
of mankind that gave value to His sacrifice.
History records the building of altars before any Patriarch went before the presence of God. In
the Old Testament scriptures you will find that altars were:
Ø Built by Noah (Genesis 8:20)
Ø Built by Abraham (Genesis 12:7-8; Genesis 13:18; Genesis 22:9)
Ø Built by Isaac (Genesis 26:25)
Ø Built by Jacob (Genesis 33:20; Genesis 35:1-7)
Ø Built by Moses (Exodus 17:15; Exodus 24:4)
Ø Built by Balaam (Numbers 23:1; Numbers 23:14; Numbers 23:29)
Ø Built by Joshua (Deuteronomy 27:4-7; Joshua 8:30-32)
Ø Built by Reubenites and Gadites (Joshua 22:10; Joshua 22:34)
Ø Built by Gideon (Judges 6:26-27)
Ø Built by Samuel (1 Samuel 7:17)
Ø Built by Saul (1 Samuel 14:35)
Ø Built by David (2 Samuel 24:18-19)
Ø Built by Elijah (1 Kings 18:31-32)
II. THE ALTAR WORKER
In the Old Testament, the Altar Workers were the individuals that assisted the Priest during the
sacrifice and had the most important job of all the people. They were responsible for cleaning the
altar and ensuring that the fire of the altar never went out (Leviticus 6:13).
Today, the Altar Workers mainly include Elders, Ministers, and Missionaries and other leaders
and Laymen that have been properly trained and anointed for the service of Altar Worker. Most
importantly, the significance and responsibility of the Altar Worker must remain the same in the
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sight of God. Therefore, the heart and attitude of the Altar Worker should be established
with grace.
III. THE FUNCTION OF THE ALTAR WORKER
Altar Work consists of more than holding a sheet or garment or catching an individual. The
person going forth in this area needs to know this is a very large responsibility and must have a
clear understanding of the seriousness and importance of this ministry.
The primary function of the Altar Worker is to assist the Pastor or Conductor by ministering and
praying for those who have a special request before the Lord such as acceptance of Jesus Christ,
the filling of the Holy Ghost, and the receiving of healing or deliverance. As they pray for
special needs, they should display love, reflecting assurance and confidence in God.
Normally, after the Pastor or Conductor has prayed, the Altar Worker may continue in
prayer with the individual; guiding the individual to deal directly with God.
Altar Workers must learn to identify the witness of the Holy Ghost. The Spirit will be sensitive
to the Altar Workers spirit thereby causing them to discern the difference between right and
wrong. The Altar Workers should watch, pray and listen carefully to individuals. They
must never assume that they know the reason why the individuals have come to the Altar.
The Altar Worker is to be spiritually alert in order to assist in the needs of an individual.
As the Altar Worker prays with the individual, he or she must determine if there is a need to
continue additional Altar Work. The Altar Worker should not hesitate to ask another worker to
join for assistance. Sometimes it may require the assistance of two or three Altar Workers to
bring about a breakthrough or deliverance to an individual.
The Altar Worker should always stay focused on the individual and acknowledge that God
is the one who is in control of the Altar Call. Therefore, his or her faith or confidence is in the
blood of Jesus, and they speak of God’s Power and not their own. The individual needs to know
that it is God who has the power to heal and deliver.
QUALIFICATIONS FOR AN EFFECTIVE ALTAR WORKER
1. Born Again and Holy-Ghost Filled.
2. Understand the work of the Holy Ghost and the Warfare of Satan.
3. Effective Prayer Life.
4. Gift of Discernment.
6. Good Personal Hygiene.
DO’S AND DON’TS FOR ALTAR WORKERS
DO’S
1. Altar Workers must have an effective Prayer Life
2. Altar Workers must show encouragement to the individual.
3. Altar Workers must focus on hearing rather than having the answer.
4. Altar Workers must lean unto spiritual understanding.
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5. Altar Workers must speak wisely.
6. Altar Workers must approach the altar with a positive attitude.
7. Altar Workers must always be alert and attentive to the needs of the individual.
DON’TS
1. Altar Workers should not leave the altar until the call is officially over.
2. Altar Workers should not put emphasis on church membership during Altar work.
3. Altar Workers should not lay hands unless instructed by the Pastor or Conductor.
4. Altar Workers should not go ahead of the Pastor or Conductor.
5. Altar Workers should not pat, fan, or rub a person’s back unless instructed by the Pastor or
Conductor.
6. Altar Workers should not lift or stand an individual until the Holy Spirit has finished!
7. Altar Workers should not stop an individual from falling during a move of the Holy Spirit.
8. Altar Workers should not crowd the altar area, Pastor or designated Conductor.
9. Altar Workers should not be a participant in the altar line; then proceed to work the altar.
WHAT IF I AM NOT WORKING THE ALTAR?
The altar call is one of the most important times during any service. During this time Satan will
try his very best to send as many distractions and interruptions as possible. It is key that saints
who are not working the altar, pray, praise, worship and support keeping the atmosphere
anointed. There should be no walking, side conversations, or any other disruptions during the
altar call. Ushers should assist to minimize any of the above mentions. Remember souls are
being saved and delivered at this moment. Think souls, win souls!
AND REMEMBER…
To be an “EFFECTIVE” Altar Worker is to be trained and most important be anointed by God to
work in a ministry in the body of Christ. Therefore, you should govern your life accordingly,
with a life of Holiness.
Notes

